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ABSTRACT

The key step in reduced�rank noise reduction algorithms
is to approximate a matrix by another one with lower
rank� typically by truncating a singular value decom�
position �SVD�� We give an explicit and closed�form
derivation of the �lter properties of the rank reduction
operation and interpret this operation in the frequency
domain by showing that the reduced�rank output signal
is identical to that from a �lter�bank whose analysis and
synthesis �lters are determined by the SVD� Our ana�
lysis includes the important general case in which pre�
and dewhitening is used�

� INTRODUCTION

Reduced�rank noise reduction� in which a signal matrix
is approximated by another one with lower rank� may
be viewed as an �energy decomposition� �ltering out
parts of the corresponding spectrum with low energy
	
�� This techniques is the underlying principle in the
noise reduction algorithms proposed in 	�� �� where the
key idea is to form a Hankel �or Toeplitz� matrix from
the input signal� compute the singular value decomposi�

tion �SVD� of the matrix� discard small singular values
to obtain a matrix with reduced rank� and �nally con�
struct the output signal from this generally unstructured
matrix by arithmetic averaging along its antidiagonals
�or diagonals�� This algorithm� which we shall refer to
as the truncated SVD �TSVD� algorithm� has been used
successfully for reduction of white noise in speech sig�
nals 	���
Prewhitening of the signal�corresponding to mul�

tiplying the signal matrix with a certain matrix�is
sometimes used if the noise cannot be considered as
white� The prewhitening operation can be included as
an integral part of the algorithm� which then requires
the computation of the quotient SVD �QSVD� of the
signal�prewhitener matrix pair� This is the truncated

QSVD �TQSVD� algorithm 	�� in which the reduced�
rank matrix is obtained by discarding small quotient
singular values� The TQSVD algorithm has been used
successfully for reduction of non�white broad�band noise
in speech signals 	��

In this paper we give an explicit and closed�form de�
rivation of the �lter properties of the rank reduction op�
eration and show that the �ltered signal can be obtained
from the input signal by means of a �lter�bank consisting
of �nite�duration impulse response �FIR� �lters whose
coe�cients are derived from the SVD�QSVD�
Our paper is based on ideas presented in 	��� where it

is concluded that the TSVD algorithm corresponds to
subtracting from the input signal information contained
in eigen�residuals corresponding to the smallest singular
values� Our analysis� we hope� is more intuitive in that
it uses a �lter�bank to describe the TSVD�TQSVD �l�
tering� Moreover� our analysis is more general since we
include in a natural way the case of prewhitening �i�e��
the TQSVD algorithm��

� NOTATION

Before going into details of our analysis� it is useful to
introduce the notation that we use throughout the rest
of this paper� Given a vector x � �x�� x�� � � � � xN �

T of
length N � we de�ne the following two Hankel matrices
of dimension m � n and �N � n � �� � n� respectively�
where m� n� � � N �
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Next� let J denote the symmetric matrix derived from
the identity matrix by rearranging its columns in re�



verse order� We now de�ne two Toeplitz matrices de�
rived from H�x� and Hp�x� by reversing their columns�
i�e��

T �x� � H�x�J and Tp�x� � Hp�x�J�

Premultiplication of an n�vector y with either H�x� or
Hp�x� corresponds to �ltering x with a FIR �lter whose
coe�cients are the elements of the vector y� The only
di�erence between the two operations lies in the way the
two ends of the output signal vector are computed� the
vectorH�x�y has lengthm� while the vectorHp�x�y has
length N � Similarly� premultiplication of y with either
T �x� or Tp�x� corresponds to �ltering y with a FIR �lter
whose coe�cients are the elements of x in reverse order�
To see this� note that JJ is the identity and therefore

Tp�x�y � �Tp�x�J� �Jy� � Hp�x� �Jy� �

and similarly T �x�y � H�x� �Jy��
Finally� we de�ne the averaging operatorA that trans�

forms a given m� n matrix M into a signal vector

s � A�M�

of length N by arithmetic averaging along the N � m�
n� � antidiagonals of M�

si �
�

� � �� �

�X
k��

Mi�k���k� i � �� � � � � N�

where � � max��� i�m� �� and � � min�n� i� ���
For the special case whereM is a rank�one matrix� i�e��

where we can write M � uvT � the averaging operation
can be expressed in the following simple form�

A�M� � A�uvT � � DTp�u�v�

where D is an N �N diagonal matrix given by

D � diag��� ���� � � � � ���� ��� � � � � ���� � � � � ���� ���

with � � min�m�n�� The �rst � � � and last � � �
diagonal elements account for the fact that the corres�
ponding antidiagonals of M do not have full length ��

� FILTER�BANK INTERPRETATION

In this section we give an explicit and closed�form de�
rivation of the �lter properties of the rank reduction
operation�

��� TSVD ALGORITHM

Given an input signal vector sin of length N � consisting
of a pure signal plus additive white noise� we �rst form
the associated m� n Hankel matrix

H � H�sin�� �
�

To simplify our exposition� we assume that m � n�
which is usually the case in signal processing applica�
tions�

The next step is to compute the SVD of H�

H �

nX
i��

�iuiv
T
i � ���

where the left and right singular vectors ui and vi are
orthonormal� and the singular values �i are nonnegative
and appear in non�decreasing order� �� � � � � � �n � ��
The third step is to approximateH by a rank�kmatrix

Hk with k � n� There are several possibilities here� and
in a uni�ed notation we can write Hk as

Hk �

kX
i��

wi�iuiv
T
i � k � n� ��

The least squares approximation is obtained with wi �
�� i � �� � � � � k� and the minimum variance approxima�
tion is obtained with wi � � � ��

noise
���i � i � �� � � � � k�

where ��
noise

is the variance of the white noise� For more
details about wi� see 	���
The �nal step is to compute the output signal vector

sout of length N from Hk� This is done by arithmetic
averaging along the antidiagonals of Hk� i�e��

sout � A�Hk�� ���

To derive the �lter�bank interpretation of the TSVD
algorithm� we use the de�nitions and equations from the
previous section together with the identity Hvi � �iui�
and we obtain

sout � D

kX
i��

wiHp�H�sin�vi� �Jvi�� ���

This equation de�nes the precise relation between the
input vector sin and the output vector sout�
We see that the output signal essentially consists of

a weighted sum of k intermediate signals si given by
si � Hp�H�sin�vi� �Jvi�� i � �� � � � � k� of which H�sin�vi
is a signal obtained by passing sin through a FIR �lter
with �lter coe�cients vi� and si is a signal obtained by
passing H�sin�vi through a FIR �lter with �lter coe��
cients Jvi� i�e�� the coe�cients of the �rst �lter in reverse
order� It is well known that this results in a zero�phase
�ltered version of sin� The weights simply represent k
ampli�ers with gain wi and the matrix D represents an
N �point window whose elements are the diagonal ele�
ments of D�
From the above discussion it is evident that the FIR

�lters vi and Jvi constitute an analysis bank and a
synthesis bank� respectively� Figure 
 summarizes this
�lter�bank interpretation of ���� For completeness we
have included all n �lters corresponding to the n SVD

components of H� plus a switch in each �lter branch�
The TSVD output signal sout is then obtained by clos�
ing the �rst k switches corresponding to the largest k
singular values used in ��� We note that exact recon�
struction of sin is obtained with k � n and all wi � ��
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Figure 
� The �lter�bank interpretation of the TSVD

algorithm�

��� TQSVD Algorithm�

The TQSVD algorithm 	�� which is based on the QSVD
of the matrix pair �H�sin��H�e��� incorporates the pre�
and dewhitening as an integral part of the algorithm�
The QSVD is given by

H�sin� �

nX
i��

�i�uix
T
i � H�e� �

nX
i��

�i�vix
T
i �

where �ui and �vi are orthonormal vectors� the vectors xi
are linearly independent� and � � diag���� � � � � �n� and
M � diag���� � � � � �n� with ��i � ��i � � for i � �� � � � � n�
The quotient singular values are �i��i� and they satisfy
����� � � � � � �n��n � ��
In the TQSVD algorithm� the rank�k matrix approx�

imation that corresponds to Hk in �� is given by

Zk �

kX
i��

wi�i�uix
T
i � ���

and the TQSVD output signal is sout � A�Zk�� The
weights wi are computed by the same formulas as in
the TSVD algorithm� but with the singular values �i
replaced by the quotient singular values �i��i and ��

noise

being the noise variance of the prewhitened signal�
Also here� we obtain an expression for sout �

A�Zk� that leads to a �lter�bank interpretation� The
main di�erence is that we need an additional set of
vectors ��� � � � ��n de�ned such that ���� � � � ��n�

T
�

�x�� � � � �xn�
��

� We note that the two sets of vectors
are biorthonormal� i�e�� �Ti xj � � for i � j and zero
otherwise� To derive the �lter�bank interpretation of
the TQSVD algorithm� we use the identity H�i � �i�ui
and obtain

sout � D

kX
i��

wiHp�H�sin��i� �Jxi�� ���

For details of the derivation� see 	��� Figure � summar�
izes our �lter�bank interpretation of ����
The �lters that arise in the �lter�bank interpretation

of the TQSVD algorithm have �lter coe�cients �i and
Jxi� and they are not zero�phase �lters as in the white�
noise case� Perfect reconstruction is still obtained when
k � n and all wi � ��
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Figure �� The �lter�bank interpretation of the TQSVD
algorithm�
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Figure � The LPC model spectrum of the pure preem�
phasized speech segment �top� and the PSD of the noise
�bottom��

� NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In order to illustrate our �lter�bank interpretation� we
apply the TQSVD algorithm to a realistic example in
speech enhancement�
We consider a segment sin of voiced speech in additive

colored noise� The speech signal was sampled at � kHz
and �ltered by a �rst order FIR preemphasis �lter�

P �z� � �� �z��� � � ��	
�

The noise was generated such that its power spectral

density �PSD� was

S�	� �
�

�� � a��� �a cos�	Ts�
� a � ��
� Ts � ��
�s

and scaled such that the SNR of the signal sin was 
� dB�
Figure  shows the linear predictive coding �LPC � model
spectrum of the pure speech segment �top� and the PSD
of the noise �bottom�� The segment length N was set to

�� samples corresponding to �� ms� which is the typical
block length in speech processing because this length is
short enough for the segment to be nearly stationary�
The size of both H and N was set to ���� ���
Table 
 lists the �� quotient singular values �i��i

of �H�N�� and Fig� � shows the frequency response



Table 
� The �� quotient singular values of the matrix
pair �H�N��
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Figure �� Frequency responses of the �rst 
� ana�
lysis�synthesis �lters�

of the �rst 
� combined analysis�synthesis �lters
�cf� Fig� �� associated with the QSVD of �H�N�� It
is clearly seen that the �rst � analysis�synthesis �lters
have band�pass characteristics and capture the  form�
ants �i�e�� the maxima in the LPC model spectrum� of
the speech segment� These three formants� and in par�
ticular the two with lowest frequency� are so �peaked�
that they can be modeled with good approximation by
pure sinusoids�hence the shape of the corresponding
FIR �lters�

The remaining 
� �lters �of which the �rst � are shown
in Fig� �� capture those spectral components of the
signal that lie in between the formants �including the
noise�� and these components are much less important
when reconstructing the signal� In this way� we achieve
a good noise reduction of voiced speech sounds in the

TQSVD method�

� CONCLUSION

Reduced�rank noise reduction is interpreted as a �lter
bank� consisting of analysis�synthesis FIR �lters whose
�lter coe�cients are derived from the SVD of the signal
matrix� The number of �lter branches equals the rank
of the approximating matrix�
In the white�noise case �no prewhitening�� the analysis

�lter coe�cients are the right singular vectors of the
signal matrix� The synthesis �lter coe�cients are the
same� except that they appear in reverse order�
When pre� and dewhitening is used� then the analysis

and synthesis �lters are determined by the right quo�
tient singular vectors of the signal�prewhitener matrix
pair� These coe�cients� in turn� are related to the right
singular vectors of the prewhitened signal�
Traditionally� reduced�rank techniques have been ana�

lyzed and interpreted in linear algebra terms� in partic�
ular signal and noise subspaces� Our analysis gives new
insight� it interprets reduced�rank techniques as �lter
operations and therefore allows an analysis in the fre�
quency domain� This insight can� for example� provide
an aid to choosing an appropriate prewhitener�
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